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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
•

Electoral politics in Myanmar has become more active and competitive since 2018.
With polls set for next year, the country has seen mergers among ethnic political
parties and the establishment of new national parties.

•

The ruling National League for Democracy (NLD) party faces more competition
than in the run up to the 2015 polls. Then only the ruling Union Solidarity and
Development Party (USDP) represented a serious possible electoral rival.

•

The NLD enjoys the dual advantage of the star power of its chair State Counsellor
Daw Aung San Suu Kyi and its status as the incumbent ruling party.

•

The USDP, ethnic political parties, and new national parties are all potential
contenders in the general elections due in late 2020. Among them, only ethnic
political parties may pose a challenge to the ruling NLD.

* Nyi Nyi Kyaw is Visiting Fellow in the Myanmar Studies Programme of ISEAS – Yusof
Ishak Institute. He was previously a postdoctoral fellow at the National University of
Singapore and Visiting Fellow at the University of Melbourne.
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INTRODUCTION
The National League for Democracy (NLD) party government under Presidents U Htin
Kyaw and U Win Myint1 and State Counsellor Daw Aung San Suu Kyi has been in power
since March 2016, after it won Myanmar’s November 2015 polls in a landslide. Four years
later, the country eagerly awaits its next general elections, due in late 2020. Rival political
parties, new and old, have been gearing up for those elections since mid-2018. Competition
for voter support grew more intense in 2019, and the ruling party has responded to this
development.
The ruling NLD and millions of its supporters do not believe that they need seriously reckon
with most of the other parties—both old and new—on Myanmar’s political landscape at this
point. This belief is largely due to the continued popularity of Daw Aung San Suu Kyi.
However, that landscape has changed significantly in the past few years, and some parties
have emerged as potential contenders that the NLD must take into consideration if it wants
to repeat its landslide victory next year.
This article assesses the electoral potential of three groups of such contenders and their
trajectories. These are the former ruling party, the Union Solidarity and Development Party
(USDP), which posits itself as the opposition; ethnic political parties, many of which were
once allies of the NLD but are increasingly estranged from the ruling party and aware of the
need to stand on their own; and “new” parties established by veteran politicians, dissidents,
and former military officers, many of whom were also allies of the NLD in the past.
The NLD faces more competition than before. Among the three sets of challengers, only
ethnic parties have the potential to pose obstacles to the ruling party’s winning another
landslide victory, dominating the parliament, and forming a government. However, even
that potential is not strong enough to threaten the NLD.

MYANMAR’S ELECTORAL SYSTEM
A notable feature of the Myanmar electoral landscape is the large number of political
parties. Ninety-three, thirty-seven2 and ninety-one parties contested the general elections of
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1990,3 2010 and 2015, respectively. Close to or even more than a hundred parties will enter
races for the next polls.
Myanmar uses a first-past-the post system in electing the legislature that in turn elects the
executive. Constituencies are single-member. The 664-member Union parliament
(Pyidaungsu Hluttaw) is bicameral and includes the 440-member lower house (Pyithu
Hluttaw) and the 224-member upper house (Amyotha Hluttaw). The lower house has 330
elected members and 110 seats occupied by appointees of the military. The upper house has
168 elected members, and 56 seats reserved for such appointees.
Following a general election, when a new parliament meets, three colleges comprised of
elected lower house members, elected upper house members, and military representatives
in both houses, respectively, elect one presidential candidate each, in a single-round system
in which a plurality of votes is sufficient to win. The Union parliament then meets in joint
session and elects, again in a single-round secret ballot vote, one of these candidates
president, and the other two first vice president and second vice president, in outcomes
corresponding to the number of votes obtained.4
The military’s candidate will thus certainly occupy at least one of the two vice-presidencies.
Assuming that all 330 and 168 elected seats in the lower and upper houses respectively are
filled after the completion of voting in the general election,5 a civilian political party must
have the support of 166 lower house members and 85 upper house members to send two of
its candidates into the balloting by the joint session of the Union parliament. However,
having these numbers is insufficient to ensure victory in the Union parliament’s voting for
the president and two vice presidents because military members of the bicameral parliament
also participate in that voting. Therefore, a civilian party must have the support of 333
members of the combined Union parliament to make sure that its choice is elected president
— the head of state who possesses enormous powers of nomination in the executive branch
and in the selection of chief ministers of regions and states. In 2015, the NLD won 255 seats
in the lower house and 135 seats in the upper house. It thus controlled 390 seats in the Union
parliament. All comfortably above the necessary thresholds.
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Witnessing the NLD win 43 out of the 44 seats that it contested in by-elections held in April
2012, the USDP-dominated parliament considered introducing proportional representation
— an election system that allocates seats to political parties in proportion to their share of
votes, often said to be more suitable for societies such as Myanmar6 — but the USDP’s
electoral engineering did not materialize.7 The party reiterated its desire for a proportional
representation system in September 2019.8 The use of a first-past-the-post system and a
number of other factors meant that ethnic minority parties fared disproportionately badly
relative to larger national parties such as the USDP and the NLD in both the 2010 and the
2015 polls.9 Many members of minorities deem those large parties to be representatives of
the Bamar majority and often label them Bamar parties.
Apparently convinced that it would win again, the NLD stated in September 2019 that it
would not seek electoral allies in the 2020 polls. It sought to form a strong and stable
government without needing to negotiate with one or more parties to form a coalition.10 The
NLD’s declaration of this policy has led to increasingly open jostling in anticipation of the
next polls. Many former “allies” of the party — including parties, politicians, dissidents,
and former military officers — have resolved to stand without forming formal or informal
alliances with the NLD or formed new political parties. This new dynamic of party
formation has created an electoral domain in Myanmar in which the ruling party finds three
groups of contender parties ranged against it.

THREE GROUPS OF CONTENDERS
The USDP
After winning in a landslide in November 2010, in polls from which the NLD abstained, the
USDP occupied between 55 and 60 per cent of the total seats in both Union and region or
state parliaments between 2011 and 2016. Combined with the military bloc, the USDP —
actually a spin-off of the previous military regime — could draw on the voting power of
between 80 and 85 per cent of members of parliament. However, the party’s share of seats
in parliament fell from close to 60 per cent in 2011–2016 to a little more than 6 per cent
after the 2015 elections. Nevertheless, it still poses a challenge to the NLD because it enjoys
4
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the support of the military bloc in parliament. Together, the USDP and that bloc hold more
than 31 per cent of the total number of parliamentary seats.
Since transferring power to the NLD in March 2016, the USDP has posited itself as the
opposition and has engaged in criticism of the NLD for almost everything that the ruling
party has done. Issues about which the USDP, either alone or jointly with military
representatives and smaller like-minded parties, 11 has opposed the NLD include the
formation of investigative commissions on Rakhine state, 12 enactment of the revised
Children’s Rights Law,13 constitutional reform,14 and the alleged lack of independence of
the Union Election Commission.15 At least since October 2018, the USDP has frequently
stated that it is ready for a come-back,16 although the party does not explain how it would
manage to achieve that.
Although it is not easy to know the extent of support for the USDP among voters, it is clear
that the party cannot rival the NLD, to judge from the way in which the NLD pushed it from
power. That said, by more frequently joining hands with the military and other political
allies, the USDP may still pose an obstacle to the NLD at least in two ways, and within and
outside parliament. First, closer to the 2020 polls, the USDP will engage in contentious
politics against the ruling party by adopting right-wing, xenophobic perspectives — in
relation to Rakhine state, the proposed repatriation of Rohingyas, and the international
community’s views on this crisis. In fact, it has increasingly practiced such politics since
2018. The proceedings against Myanmar initiated by The Gambia at the International Court
of Justice,17 along with judicial processes under way at the International Criminal Court18
and in an Argentine court,19 will provide fuel for such agitation. Second, the USDP will
attack the independence of the Union Election Commission and question the integrity of the
2020 polls; in fact, it has recently started targeting the commission and alleging lack of
independence.
Despite these attacks upon and positioning against the NLD, the USDP is not in a position
to actually challenge and unseat the ruling party in the next general elections. Still, analysis
of the role of the USDP must consider the power of the military bloc in parliament, which
may help the opposition party take a confrontational approach in an NLD-dominated
parliament and toward an NLD government and other bodies.
5
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Ethnic Political Parties
In 1983,20 Kachin, Kayah, Kayin, Chin, Bamar, Mon, Rakhine, and Shan — the members
of Myanmar’s eight major ethnic groups21 — constituted 1.4, 0.4, 6.2, 2.2, 69.0, 2.4, 4.5,
and 8.5 per cent22 of the total population of the country, respectively. Combined, the seven
principal non-Bamar minorities made up a little more than a quarter of the population, and
seven states bear their names.23
Those seven groups are often collectively considered a taingyintha (native or indigenous)
bloc in broad analyses of Myanmar’s politics, which frame that politics in terms of a Bamarmajority-versus-ethnic minorities conflict.

24

In fact, relations between the Bamar-

dominated state and the various minorities are not uniform. 25 Likewise, the politics of
ethnicity and identity in contemporary Myanmar in the late 2010s is markedly different
from that before or during the second half of the twentieth century 26 when most of
Myanmar’s ethnic insurgencies originated.27
There is now a political ideology — agreed to in principle by various political and ethnic
groups including the Bamar, the government, and the military — that holds that the
minorities should be masters of the political fates of the seven states named after them. This
ideology has become the foundational ideology of future federalism in Myanmar.28 It seems
to follow from that assumption that most, if not all, seats in the seven states should go to
members of ethnic political parties and that the chief ministers of the states should also be
leaders or members of their respective ethnic groups or of ethnic political parties.
However, ethnic political parties have in general underperformed. In both 2010 and 2015
polls, ethnic political parties’ record was dismal, except in Rakhine and Shan states. Overall,
they won only 10.5 per cent, 13.4 per cent, and 13.2 per cent of seats in the lower house of
the Union parliament, in the upper house, and in region or state parliaments, respectively,
in 2010. They won 11.5 per cent, 11.3 per cent, and 12.5 per cent of those seats, respectively,
in 2015.
Some ethnic political parties, such as the Shan Nationalities League for Democracy (SNLD)

and the Arakan League for Democracy (ALD), were old allies of the NLD, while many
now-prominent ethnic political parties, such as the Rakhine Nationalities Development
6
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Party (RNDP)/Arakan National Party (ANP),29 are recent arrivals on the electoral scene.
Four contentious issues divide the NLD on the one hand, and ethnic groups and ethnic
political parties on the other hand. The first concerns the Union president’s right to appoint
chief ministers of regions and states, even when ethnic political parties win majorities or
pluralities of seats at the regional or state level, as the ANP and the SNLD did in 2015.30
The second issue relates to the NLD refusal to consider coalition government — a policy
about which Daw Aung San Suu Kyi herself expressed ambiguity and uncertainty in 2013,
amidst forecasts of a potential coalition after the 2015 polls. 31 The NLD has recently
confirmed this policy, which has left its old ethnic allies such as the ALD dissatisfied.32
However, aware of declining support for the NLD in states dominated by minority
population, the party has not ruled out the formation of a parliamentary coalition after the
2020 polls.33
The third issue dividing the NLD and the ethnic parties is related to the former’s failure to
propose recommendations on federalism to the Union of Myanmar Constitution (2008)
Amendment Joint Committee (UMCAJC). This failure has given ethnic political parties the
chance to confirm their accusations that the NLD is a Bamar party and to tell ethnic-minority
voters to vote for ethnic political parties instead.34 Related to this, the fourth contentious
issue is the increasing reliance of the NLD on the figure of Aung San Suu Kyi’s father and
national hero Aung San, who was assassinated in July 1947 on the eve of independence in
January 1948. Despite protests from ethnic groups, the NLD government named a bridge in
Mon state after Aung San in 2017,35 and it erected Aung San statues in Kachin state in
201736 and Kayah state in 201937 and attempted to erect another in Chin State in 2019.38
There were 55 ethnic political parties, out of a total 95 political parties in the country, as of
September 2018. Ethnic political parties assume that their quest for more closely
proportionate electoral representation was not successful in 2015 because several ethnic
political parties representing single ethnic groups ran against one another in many
constituencies. They have tried to overcome this problem in two ways. First, three Kachin,
two Kayah, four Kayin, three Chin, and three Mon ethnic political parties have merged into
single parties with the hope of securing more seats as single-ethnicity fronts.39 Second, these
newly merged ethnic political parties regularly meet one another, and they also hold
7
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discussions with broader alliances, such as the United Nationalities Alliances and the
Nationalities Brotherhood Federation,40 with the goal of a broader multi-ethnic front against
the NLD.
Whether these strategies will work is difficult to say because ethnic political party mergers
are a novel feature of electoral politics of Myanmar. But, ethnic identity politics undeniably
play a more important role in ethnic areas than in Bamar-dominated areas. So, agitating
against the NLD by playing the ethnic card may be beneficial for some ethnic political
parties in some constituencies — a possibility that merits watching for in 2020.
Other “Democratic” Parties
The most notable new “democratic” national parties that have joined the electoral contest
since 2018 are the Union Betterment Party (UBP) and the People’s Party (PP). Thura Shwe
Mann and Ko Ko Gyi, respectively, chair these parties.
Thura Shwe Mann was the third-ranking member of the State Peace and Development
Council (SPDC) junta that transferred power to the pseudo-civilian President Thein Sein in
2011. The latter had been the fourth-ranking member of the junta before becoming the chair
of the USDP and leading the party to victory in the 2010 polls. Tipped as the likely president
in the civilian government that was to take power after those polls, Thura Shwe Mann
became instead speaker of the lower house. He gradually developed a friendship and
“alliance” with Daw Aung San Suu Kyi after she became a member of and chaired the Rule
of Law Committee of the lower house in 2012.41 Partly because of his alliance with their
arch-enemy and partly because of in-fighting within the USDP between President Thein
Sein and Speaker Thura Shwe Mann, the politically colourful Thura Shwe Mann was purged
from the chairmanship of the USDP in August 2015 — just three months before the year’s
general elections.42 Thura Shwe Mann ran in those elections but lost to an NLD candidate.
However, he became chairman of the powerful Legal Affairs and Special Issues Assessment
Commission of the Union parliament — a position that he held until establishing the UBP
in February 2019.43
U Ko Ko Gyi is a prominent former political prisoner who was the number two in 88
Generation (Peace & Open Society) — arguably the second most influential network-type
8
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political movement after the NLD until party politics and elections gradually gained traction
after 2010.44 U Ko Ko Gyi joined the NLD in July 2015 with the hope of running as one of
the party’s candidates in the 2015 elections, but this proved vain. His rejection led him to
announce that he would establish his own political party,45 but he was only able to reach
that goal in August 2018, amidst controversy over the name of the party46 and administrative
delays.
Both the UBP and the PP are “democratic”, according to their manifestos.47 Whereas the
UBP is an ex-generals’ party,48 the PP is a civilian party. They are both national parties
without explicitly ethnic agendas for the Bamar or other groups, and they join the collection
of parties, which includes the USDP, that have no option but to position themselves as
competitors to the NLD. Because of the renown enjoyed by Thura Shwe Mann and U Ko
Ko Gyi and the two men’s media-friendly personalities, the UBP and the PP receive better
media coverage than other national parties, both new and old. They are active in
commenting on politics, but it is still unclear what they will do next year and whether they
will win significant shares of seats. However, it is difficult to expect a substantial win on
the part of the UBP or the PP because the NLD both continues to draw on the star power of
Daw Aung San Suu Kyi and enjoys the power of incumbency.
There has been criticism — most commonly from a few commentators, activists, and
analysts — of the questionable record or conduct of some NLD officials during the party’s
time in power. But it does not follow that the ruling party’s supporters subscribe to this
criticism. Even if some voters go along, they do not necessarily trust other parties or lean
toward voting the NLD out.
Time-series data on and analyses of voting behaviour and patterns of the Myanmar
electorate are still unavailable. There have simply been too few general elections since the
post-2010 transition. Although the NLD won in a landslide in the 1990 elections, as in the
2015 elections, 30-year-old data may not be helpful in analysis of contemporary politics.
That earlier election was for a unicameral parliament, and Myanmar has undergone
significant political and social changes, making it difficult to compare 2015 with 1990.
Hence, the 2020 polls will be a good litmus test of the popularity of the NLD and of the
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challenge posed by its would-be competitors. It will also hopefully reveal new aspects of
party politics, voting behaviour, and political development in the country.
CONCLUSION
Myanmar’s electoral landscape after 2010 centred on the dichotomy of the USDP in power
and the NLD in opposition. The NLD came to power in 2016, and the USDP now positions
itself as the opposition. However, the electoral landscape has grown more crowded and
competitive with strategic mergers among ethnic political parties and the establishment of
new national parties such as the UBP and the PP. The popularity of the NLD has also
decreased among voters in ethnic states, although across the country as a whole it is most
likely to remain at the same level or even higher because the party is in power.
Among the three sets of contenders to the NLD, the ethnic political parties alone have
potential to pose a serious challenge and to snatch seats in ethnic areas where the NLD won
in 2015, but whether they will win enough parliamentary seats to lead the ruling party to
seek a coalition is a difficult question. The NLD will only be pragmatic and form a coalition
under two conditions.
The first would be the party’s failure to win the majority of seats in parliament. The second
would be a situation in which one or more other political parties, ethnic or otherwise, had
the required number of seats to offer the NLD in a situation in which the latter party did not
have enough seats to prevail in balloting for the president in the Union parliament. The
number of “surplus” seats that the NLD won in the 2015 elections makes the second
scenario quite a remote possibility.
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